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Society and Government in Colonial Brazil, 1500-1822. By A. J. R. Russell
Wood. (Brookfield: Ashgate Publishing Company, 1992. xii + 337 pp.
Illustrations, map, charts, tables, appendix, notes, index. $89.95 cloth.)

The publisher deserves congratulations for collecting some of the
scattered essays of Russell-Wood, the well-known Brazilianist, in a single
convenient volume that includes eleven studies (the earliest dated 1967 and the
most recent 1991), plus an index.
The first essay, "Ports of Colonial Brazil," is a descriptive compari
son of the main seaports of colonial Brazil, touching on their population, trade,
and socio-professional structure, but with emphasis placed on Bahia and Rio
where the author's unrivaled knowledge of the former city is put to good use.
Much more still remains to be done on this subject, but his intelligent and
informative overview will surely be the obligatory starting point for some time
to come. This reviewer's only criticism here is the wi;h lh�t the excellent
thesis of Larissa Brown (University of Virginia, 1986) on the regional
economy of Rio de Janeiro at the close of the colonial period had been
included, for it would have enriched his discussion of that port.
The second essay turns from the coast to the other great economic
region of the colony, Brazil's vast interior. Here Russell-Wood gives a brief
but complete overview of the varying approaches that have been taken to
studying the sertao (interior) and the frontier in Brazil and wisely concludes
that it was largely unique and not to be interpreted successfully in terms of
models derived from elsewhere.
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Penultimately comes a trio of shorter essays on three colonial
individuals, easily overlooked, but who for that very reru.son are perhaps the
more interesting in what they tell us. One involves a welll-to-do student from
a Brazilian family who wrote a series of letters back to his parents from
Coimbra that fortunately fell into Russell-Wood's hands. Aside from the usual
student need for funds, and tendency to carouse more th.an study, his letters
also tell us interesting things about Coimbra and Portugal .at the time. Another
is a short but revealing, indeed trenchant, portrait of Manuel Nunes Viana, a
paradigmatic poderoso do serttio (boss of the backlands) of the eighteenth
century. And the last is a fascinating account of the apparently successful quest
for royal justice by a slave, Antonio Fernandes.
The volume concludes with a full account of the contributions made
by American (United States-based) scholars to the study of colonial Brazil
since the beginning of this century. Here Russell-Wood, it seems, manages to
mention almost everybody and everything with judicious and usually fair
comments.
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